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Understanding (Empathy)
From my Girlfriend to my few friends all the way to complete strangers, they all 

agree in two things: I am highly intelligent (and stupid) and I hear/understand them 

better than those around them (and themselves).

Developer (Persons' Talent Booster)
An Assessment considered me  inclined to boost the inside of others. In fact, my secret project 
has the goal of helping others achieve their dreams through maximizing one's strengths. I see 
how you can help yourself because I never doubt of what you are capabale of doing.

Learner (for Learning's Sake)
Why I chose this one among the others? This was, in fact, the easiest to choose. I love learning 
everything about anything which sparks my interest. Simply put...I could not see myself in the 
future not learning. This is why I choose this to be part of my ring of talents.



Information Sponge 

Weird Thinker

Important adults agreed on something about me: "He's going to get bored." I ace 

school not due to effort, but because I learned just by being there. Even I grasped what 

this meant when I remember things I should've forgotten.

"Your Logic is not logical." 
"Your mind does not work ours"

"You don't process things as we do"

"Where that idea came from?"

My entire life people have been surprised by how different I see the world compared 

to themselves. I too realized how my ideas wildly differed to those others had, being 

about the world, about how-to-do something, or just plainly about an opinion of an 

action/event, I never seemed to agree to anyone. I see a world beyond what the 

world currently is, and this is why I believe this to be a hell of a talent (troublesome) 

that I have.
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Re-Imagining of the Talent Triangle: Pyramid

Weird Thinker is Supported by being an Information Sponge and Aiming 

to Develop Others.

 

Developing Others is supported by being understanding, and Information 

Sponge by being a Learner. 

 

Left Side of Top Pyramid is Supported by Input, Easy-Going & being a 

Rock-Head. Right Side of Top by the others.

 

My Talent which lets me or through which I can unite everything together 

is my Academic Writing.



Action Steps
Weird Thinker: 

Share more my Ideas/Thoughts to avoid them getting 
stuck in mud.

Developer:
Connect with more Individuals, comprehend their 
talents, & offer the unique advise I can give.

Information Sponge:

Attend More Learning Events & Meet More Successful 
People from whom I can directly learn (How? Where?)



Action Steps

Learner: 
Continue diving into my pending Online Courses, even 
if not completely applying everything ATM.

Understanding:
Have more conversations with friends; let know 
others that I am open for just hearing them if they 
want. (Other methods?)



End Slide

Do You Have The Talents that I Lack?

Do I have those which you lack?

Contact me and let's come up with a super plan.


